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Ancient Origins: Let There Be Light (Book Three of Ancient Origins)NOTE: This book is best

enjoyed after reading Ancient Origins: Revelations and Ancient Origins: Dark Descent

beforehand.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------An

cient Origins: Let There Be LightIn the darkness, you canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t always trust the light.A year has

passed since the asteroid AG5 impacted off the South African coastline and civilisation teeters on

the brink of collapse beneath the all-encompassing dust cloud which encircles the planet. As those

on the surface struggle to survive a devastating impact winter, the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s finest assemble

on the International Space Station for a covert mission that could change the course of all life on

Earth. But as the clock ticks down to zero hour, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clear Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ everything is not as it

seems.Back in the United States, the once all powerful Professor Steiner, visionary engineer and

former Director General of the Global Meteor Response CouncilÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s vast Subterranean

Programme, is about to be tried for masterminding a horrific act of terrorism. As calls for the death

penalty gain momentum, those that sit in judgement are unaware that Steiner holds the key not just

to their survival, but to the survival of the entire human race. If Professor Steiner is to survive, his

only chance lies with an FBI agent who would see him dead ten times over and his nemesis, the

worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most wanted criminal, the elusive cyber terrorist, Da Muss Ich, both of whom hide

secrets of their own. Elsewhere, Richard Goodwin, deposed Director of USSB Steadfast, and Sarah

Morgan, the English archaeologist, remain marooned in separate locations within the colossal

underground realm known as Sanctuary. Both seek a way to the surface, but while neither will meet,

their shared purpose will attract the attention of another denizen of the deep, and as Goodwin

already knows to his cost: in the darkness, you canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t always trust the

light.Ã¢â‚¬ËœHidden prophecies, astonishing discoveries, terror, intrigue and conspiracy, the

Ancient Origins adventure never ceases to surprise and delight in equal measure. From the dark

cometh the light!Ã¢â‚¬â„¢Ã¢â‚¬ËœAn action-packed adventure thriller, filled with the twists and

turns of a whodunit Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ unputdownable.Ã¢â‚¬â„¢
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Ancient Origins 3rd book.....What an excellent author...how he creates the atmosphere of tension,

suspense, and keeps the reader so involved, never wanting to put the book down. I can picture in

my mind's eye the characters from Sarah's desire to keep exploring for artifacts, the people who

escaped from USSB Steadfast under the command of Richard Goodwin, searching for a way into

USSB Sanctuary, coming up against obstacles that almost seem supernatural .....What is the origin

of Man??? Were there once Giants that once lived beneath the ground?? Could there be advanced

technology to save the Human race??? And what about the other Asteroids heading toward

Earth...who will survive???

The entire Sanctuary series is FIVE Stars. The character development is exceptional, with incredible

multiple story factors, all of which pull back to the original plot of THE EARTH IS GOING TO

EXPERIENCE A LIFE ENDING EVENT. The twists ant turns along with the imagery are fantastic.

This the work of a truly gifted writer. Once you think you have it, bam! something new and crazy

enters the midst. I totally recommend the series. I say series, in that the individual texts are really

not designed as stand alone reading, but a true continuum.

This series of books have me living the story in my head while I'm busy with other work and looking

forward to reading more next chance I get. I can't put it down once I start, sometimes daylight is all



that stops me! Really good read! Looking forward to the next while not wanting them to be over.

As in Dark Descent I was troubled by the religious aspect of this novel. I had hoped that the author

would not fall into the tried and true question; if you can't explain it, the hand of God much be

somehow involved. I have read all the novels and intend to read the 5th when it comes out. But

please no more religion.

I am beginning to think that I have been hooked into a comic book or cartoon sequel with things

happening like in a Scooby doo episode and men becoming the incredible hulk, while creative

science and religion themes that caught me initially are sliding, but I have almost finished book 4

and hoping for improvement.

This book was meant to be the second half of the second book in the series. There are so many

twists and turns, but the saga seems to drag itself along in a frantic race against itself.I will, of

course, read the next installment.

Interesting with movement involving the government and various organizations on how things would

work in Armageddon. I had to get the next book because couldn't handle not knowing what

happened.

I'm 2/3 finished with the fourth book, and hoping #5 comes out soon. The series books are long

enough to keep me going, but filled with some factual information, and loaded with plot twists and

surprises.
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